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It is a wonderful moment, the moment that the enemy kneels and
falls from the determination of your brothers and sisters. A few days
ago Roberto Adinolfi, CEO-magister of the nuclear energy company
Ansaldo Nucleare, was shot by our brothers and sisters of the Olga
Cell of the Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI)–International Rev-
olutionary Front (FRI).

Roberto Adinolfi is a high priest of the new totalitarianism of sci-
ence and technology imperatives. Science has become the modern
religion of our time, promising an apathetic society the lethargy of
a stuffed belly and artificial paradises in exchange for the coldness
of an empty heart drowned in compromise.

The empire of scientific totalitarianism is fed by the vanity of an
anthropocentric authoritarian civilization. A civilization imposed
on our desires, our choices, the nature and animals, turning life into
a quantitative scale to fit its miserable statistics. At the same time,



contemporary people end up unable to even dare to live authenti-
cally, without hypocrisy, and as they sink deeper into their reliance
on technological substitutes of real life they create illusions and su-
perficial relationships. Now, with their scientific discoveries, they
can ‘offer’ us more time to grow old but deprive us of a way to live
authentically. So, science generates the coldest of all monsters of
the human folly. It lays the technological fascistization of our lives.
It lays genetic testing, electronic monitoring, laboratory animals,
research statistics, the dictatorship of machines and numbers.

Alongside the high priests of nuclear energy like Adinolfi poison
and plunder the nature, animals and people, dressing up their scien-
tific crimes in the guise of evolution. The shootings of Adinolfi are
the new poetry of anarchist action. In the social machine of indo-
lence and compromise, the humanitarian appeals and the reformist
inhibitions concerning ‘respect’ for human life will never miss. But
in our own consciousness code things are clear. We don’t have any
respect for human life as SELF-WORTH. What human life per se
does is to produce the option of CHOICES. The CHOICES are those
that give value to human life, or devalue and trivialize it.Thus, what
is the reason to respect the human life of small and large tyrants like
Adinolfi, who haven’t for even a moment respected our own lives?

The practice of armed attacks was, is and will be an integral part
of the new anarchist urban guerrilla warfare. The choice of the
COMRADES of FAI/FRI to name the cell that has attacked Adinolfi
as Olga Cell after our comrade Olga Ekonomidou is a great honour
for us and a profound act of friendship, one we will never forget.
The bullets and the words of FAI/FRI have managed to break the
impregnable of the specific conditions imposed on Olga in Diavata
prisons and to storm the solitary cell where she is being held under
disciplinary punishment, monitored 24 hours a day through CCTV
camera; they have, thus, given her strength and smile now that she
knows everything continues.

For us the Italian FAI/FRI is the Conspiracy’s second home, and
half of our heart belongs to the Italian FAI/FRI. We look forward
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to the time when we will join our sisters and brothers of FAI/FRI
and surge forward into new battles for the lasting anarchist insur-
rection. Both FAI/FRI and Conspiracy of Cells of Fire are not a pre-
scription for canned answers, but they are a good way to begin with
questions and queries for an authentic and free life. Comrades of
FAI/FRI: may a bullet come with our every word, as thought comes
with your every bullet… And life’s magazine continues to be loaded
with dreams, desires, anxieties, tears, smiles, concerns, discussions,
actions…

One day after the responsibility claim by the Olga Cell of FAI/
FRI, we were informed by the media that the Bologna’s prosecution
office, via the ridiculous puppet–public prosecutor Enrico Cieri, is-
sued arrest warrants against us for the booby-trapped parcel that
was sent to Berlusconi. More precisely, arrest warrants were issued
for five of us (Panagiotis Argirou, Giorgos Nikolopoulos, Haris Had-
jimihelakis, Gerasimos Tsakalos and Christos Tsakalos), as well as
for two unrelated guys that have no connection whatsoever with
the Conspiracy and the insurrectionary anarchy of FAI/FRI.

The warrants against us are in retaliation by the Bologna’s prose-
cution office for the attack of our sisters and brothers of the FAI/FRI
Olga Cell. It is a desperate attempt of the Italian authorities to in-
terrupt and impede the informal international network that has de-
veloped among the tens of FAI/FRI cells. But in vain. The invitation-
inducement of Italian comrades to create an informal anarchist fed-
eration of anarchist of praxis and its constant advancement is al-
ready in the minds and hearts of comrades from around the world.
No prosecution can ever stop it anywhere.

The comrades of FAI/FRI had written in one of their texts ‘Do
not say that we are few,’ and we now add ‘Do not say that they can
stop us…’ The Informal Anarchist Federation travels over borders
and cities, carrying with it the momentum of a lasting anarchist
insurrection. As the CCF imprisoned members’ cell, along with our
comrade and brother Theofilos Mavropoulos, we are TOGETHER
with the FAI/FRI on this journey of no return. We have burned the
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bridges behind us, and any inhibition has died. We are anarchists
of praxis, and all we can say to the Bologna’s prosecution office
is this: Your warrants are nothing but shitpapers to us, and we are
completely indifferent towards the ridiculousness of your existence
as the Italian State’s judicial representatives. It is a dangerous time
for the prosecutors’ mafia nowadays. The lives of worms like you
might soonmeet with a heavy rain of bullets, or a powerful bomb in
your car, or an explosive parcel in your hands…The arrest warrants
in retaliation against us is yet another proud proof that the FAI/FRI
Olga Cell counteracted with outstanding accuracy, causing panic in
the enemy. The attacks that our sisters and brothers preannounced
through their communiqué are an admirable continuation of the
challenge unleashed by both FAI/FRI and CCF against the Power
and the social machine.That is the challenge of the lasting anarchist
insurrection. That is the challenge of the international cooperation
of anarchists of praxis.

And if some of us are now captives in the enemy’s hands, that
does not frighten us ormake us regret. On the contrary, prison feeds
the wolf within us, and our rage against the Power and its society
grows stronger. All of us, along with Eat, Billy, Gabriel, Marco, Sil-
via, Billy, Costa, Jock and the imprisoned comrades in $hile, Mexico,
Italy and elsewhere, nor for a moment were we left alone. Because
we have all of you, the unknown free brothers and sisters, whose
actions we feel as our own actions, whose words are met with our
own…

WAR AGAINST THE SOCIAL MACHINE — LONG LIVE THE
LASTING ANARCHIST INSURRECTION — FOR THE STRENGTH-
ENING ANDDIFFUSION OF FAI/FRI AND THE BLACK INTERNA-
TIONAL OF ANARCHISTS OF PRAXIS

Members of the Prison Cell of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire
Olga Ekonomidou — Giorgos Polidoros — Gerasimos Tsakalos
— Panagiotis Argirou — Christos Tsakalos — Damiano Bolano
— Michalis Nikolopoulos — Giorgos Nikolopoulos — Haris
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Hadjimihelakis
And the anarchist comrade Theofilos Mavropoulos.
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